WEEK 4
September 12, 2022 to September 18, 2022
*********
Boys Varsity
Red Card – Language
*********
Girls Varsity
************-White
************- Red
I was working AR2.
In the 5th minute, the referee issued Red 9 a caution for foul language. Red 9 was subbed off. At
halftime, we talked about the caution and the referee advised the language was not directed at the
opponent but was said loud enough for others to hear her displeasure with having received a hard
tackle.
In the 62nd minute, the referee issued Red 9 a second caution for a reckless challenge. I advised
the referee that this was red 9's second caution and that she would need to be dismissed.
The referee verbally dismissed the player but did not show a red card following the second
yellow card. The referee told the coach the player was done but that she could be replaced.
After the game, we discussed the incident as a crew. I told the referee that when a sub was
allowed on I started questioning my own notes, wondering if I had written 9 when it should have
been 4... or something like that. The referee stated he had mixed up Lacrosse and soccer rules
and was appreciative of the feedback. It was a good learning/mentoring moment.

The AD from red asked us about the future playing status of red 9. I advised the AD that there
was a failure in mechanics by the referee and apologized. I further apologized to the coach and
the AD for the assistants failing to assist the referee in making sure the game proceeded properly
under the current rules. Lastly, I advised that a report would be written to include the details of
the incident(s) and the failures of the crew and that ultimately MSHSL would make the decision
about the eligibility of their player.
*********
Boys Varsity
First half - 28 min
Visitor #4 slid from the side to challenge for the ball and caught home #23 on the ankle. The
challenge was reckless and the play was cautioned (yellow card)
First Half - 5 min
Visitor player pushed the ball past the defender heading toward the corner flag just on outside the
penalty area. Home #2 slid from the side tripping the visiting player. Challenge was reckless and
stopped a promising attack. Home #2 was cautioned (Yellow Card)
Second Half - 33 min
Ball was cleared from the Visitor defensive 3rd. Visitor #6 positioned himself to receive the
ball. Home #10 jumped into Visitor #6 as he challenged for the ball. The challenge was reckless
and without regard of the visiting player. Home #10 was cautioned (Yellow Card)
Second Half - 21 min
Home #14 wrapped is arm around the Visiting players shoulder and chest, pulling him back, as
he dibbled past. Challenge was unsporting and Home #14 was cautioned (Yellow Card)
*********
Boys Varsity
Disqualified for DOGSO-F by tripping an opponent on breakaway in possession of the ball 25
yards from goal. Red card issued.
*********
Boys Varsity
A *************** player, **********, #3, fouled a *************** player with less than 5
minutes to play, when *************** was leading 2-1. *************** player ********,
who was not involved in the play, escalated the incident by pushing **********, which then

resulted in others pushing and shoving and holding players back. After players were calmed
down, I cautioned ********** with a yellow card, and also cautioned ********** with a yellow
card. This was **********’s second caution/yellow in the game so I then sent him off with a
red card. *************** won 2-1
*********
Girls Varsity
Second Half - 27 Min
Visitor #22 made a challenge on Home #4, as Home #4 dibbled the ball. Challenge was from the
side and made hard body contact. Visitor #22 had a similar late clumsy challenge in the first
half. I verbally warned Visitor #22 that I would need to book the next offense. No more then 2
mins late Visitor #22 push Home #4 in the back when challenging for the ball. Visitor #22
cautioned (Yellow Card) for Persistent Infringement.
*********
Boys Varsity
*********** boys came to a *********** vs *********** game to heckle both teams. I was
AR 2 where there were standing spectators. They started to impact the play and upset the
individuals who were actually playing the game. At an appropriate time, I indicated to the center
to come over, we discussed the issue and got the home AD involved removing all spectators
from my side. Game was stalled for about 7 minutes until all individuals moved to the stands or
left the stadium.

